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A community of Americans who work across the private and nonprofit sectors, who include Democrats, Republicans, Libertarians and Independents, is united in the hope that the administration of President-elect Donald J. Trump will protect, promote, and strengthen freedom online—at home and around the world.

This paper offers a framework for thinking about how the Trump administration’s policies can build on the work of previous Republican and Democratic administrations by continuing to positively support and shape global internet freedom—a policy objective that transcends traditional partisanship. It sets forth a number of recommendations for the next administration’s global internet freedom agenda. The goal is not to provide an exhaustive list of everything we would like the next administration to accomplish in relation to internet policy. Rather, it articulates why, how, and on what issues the United States can and should assert leadership.

Support for the promotion of internet freedom cuts across partisan lines.

Today we live our lives online, using the internet to bank, collaborate with colleagues, research health information, share photo albums, take classes, read the news, buy household goods, find jobs, plan for retirement, and so much more. In developing countries, internet access has provided educational materials and medical services previously out of reach. In addition to these day-to-day uses, the internet has played a crucial role in some of the defining moments of the past decade: During the Arab Spring, websites and social media tools helped shape political debate and facilitated protesters’ collective activism and dissemination of information as the revolution unfolded.1 On November 13, 2015, as multiple terrorist attacks hit Paris in a matter of hours, citizens in the area communicated what they were seeing in real time on social media, Facebook’s “Safety Check” tool allowed family members to check in with those who worried about them, and...
Twitter gave users around the world a platform to share their solidarity with, and send condolences to, those affected by the violence. In the aftermath of natural disasters, political crises, and incidents of terror and violence across the world, the internet has become a vital tool for distributing information and helping people to locate missing family and friends. After Hurricane Sandy, users sent out more than 20 million Tweets about the storm, and New Jersey’s largest utility company used Twitter to provide updates on the location of tents and electric generators.

However, despite the promise and power of the internet, freedom online is under threat. We are at a critical moment for the internet. Criminals adapt quickly to new online technologies, deploying them with skill and speed to create new types of threats to individuals, corporations, and governments. Online censorship and surveillance by all types of governments are on the rise. Activists and journalists in a growing range of countries are being jailed for the online publication of facts that are inconvenient for those in power, or for speaking their minds in online news outlets and social media. Encryption, too, has quickly become a matter of worldwide debate. Lack of access to technology remains a problem in poor and rural areas around the world, where greater access to information and ideas could be a powerful tool for change and development.

Government actors continue to endanger and erode human rights online. Authoritarian governments are actively working to erect digital borders to match their physical borders and to prevent citizens from using the internet to hold them accountable through activism, journalism, or peaceful political opposition. Yet internet freedom is also corroded when democratic societies pursue solutions to real and urgent problems such as crime, terrorism, and child protection (among others) without taking into account the full impact of such laws on human rights and internet freedom. Democratically elected legislatures around the world are passing or considering laws whose primary purpose is to advance legitimate law enforcement and national security goals, but do so by prescribing measures that weaken online rights, including privacy and freedom of expression, not only of their own citizens, but of internet users around the world.

At the same time, some powerful commercial lobbies seeking to advance business interests are advocating for policy and regulatory approaches that will, regardless of original intent, make it harder for economically disadvantaged communities to access the internet, preventing billions of people from using new technologies to exercise their rights and take advantage of educational and economic opportunities. Given the challenges democratic societies face in fostering internet freedom at home as well as abroad, the United States is well positioned to play a leadership role in ensuring that global business and trade activities affecting the internet are conducted and regulated in a manner that fosters maximum internet freedom and openness.

Without positive leadership by the world’s major democracies, the world’s internet users will face further corrosion of their digital freedoms, accompanied by increasingly aggressive attacks by a range of state and non-state actors against the very notion of a free and open global internet, with tangible repercussions in citizens’ daily lives.

The United States can lead the democratic world in re-framing the global conversation about security and rights in the internet age. A democratic government is obligated to provide security of life and property for all citizens, not just government and commercial institutions. However, security for citizens is not achievable without the protection of their human rights. This is as true for the online world as for the offline world, even as security challenges for individuals and institutions alike have grown exponentially in their complexity and global interconnectedness in the digital age.

Global internet freedom cannot be maintained—let alone expanded—unless a critical mass of nations commit to internet policymaking approaches built on a clear understanding that security and liberty
are interdependent and symbiotic. It is urgent that all countries—particularly those that claim to be democracies—discard the binary “security versus liberty” frame in pursuing policy solutions that affect citizens’ online freedom of expression and privacy.

The Trump administration has an opportunity not only to build on existing frameworks, but also to innovate with new policy approaches that can strengthen global internet freedom. We cannot afford to pass up this opportunity. The goal of bolstering global internet freedom has strong bipartisan support. It is consistent with our global commitments to uphold human rights and the rule of law while also being in the U.S.’s long-term geopolitical and economic interests. The Trump administration can play this leadership role by setting a positive example at home while coordinating a global effort with other nations committed to protecting and promoting a free, open, and secure internet.

PRINCIPLED FRAMEWORK FOR SUCCESS

Four years from now, the success of the Trump administration’s internet freedom agenda should be measured by the extent to which the global internet is more open and free than it is today. There should be measurable improvement in the ability of people around the world to use the internet to exercise their political, religious, social, cultural, and economic rights.

In reality, given the many geopolitical forces working directly or indirectly against internet freedom, the stakes could not be higher for all of the people, businesses, and organizations that depend on the internet in order to thrive and prosper.

The Trump administration has an opportunity to assert U.S. leadership by articulating a clear plan and vision for advancing internet freedom in partnership with other like-minded governments, businesses, and civil society organizations around the world.

Core Principles for Internet Freedom

The United States can advance policies at home and abroad that will strengthen global internet freedom by building on three core principles:
Principle 1: Internet freedom starts at home.

The advancement of global internet freedom is undermined if domestic laws and regulations affecting the internet’s operation and use are not consistent with international human rights norms, particularly freedom of expression and privacy. The Trump administration has an opportunity to work with stakeholders and elected representatives at all levels and across the political spectrum to build a stronger internet that advances the American people’s freedom as well as their security. The administration can also work with stakeholders to establish an impact assessment process to ensure that commercial development and regulation of the internet are both pursued in a manner consistent with the advancement of global internet freedom.

Principle 2: Internet freedom requires effective cross-border policy coordination.

The United States is in a unique position to take the lead in cross-border policy coordination to strengthen global internet freedom. Nations that have committed to the core principles of internet freedom with the support of their citizens—including but not limited to those who have joined the Freedom Online Coalition10—should engage in effective policy coordination to ensure that laws governing cross-border platforms and networks, as well as trade agreements and other bilateral or multilateral agreements related to finance, commerce, and security, will be compatible with global internet freedom.

Principle 3: Internet freedom needs accountable multi-stakeholder governance.

The next administration can take concrete steps to advance and strengthen multi-stakeholder internet governance. The first step is to ensure that the institutions and processes that manage internet resources, set technical standards, and coordinate policy are run in a manner that is genuinely accountable, global, and multi-stakeholder. Multi-stakeholder governance and policymaking institutions (the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) being the most well known, but not the only such institution) will only be effective if they are sufficiently accountable and transparent to engender trust across a broad set of global stakeholders, including private industry and members of ethnic, religious, political and other groups who face persecution by their own governments. Ensuring that multi-stakeholder internet governance institutions and processes are sufficiently accountable and transparent to maintain global legitimacy will require leadership and innovation on behalf of the United States and other nations committed to a free and open global internet.

Four years from now the success of the Trump administration’s internet freedom agenda should be measured by the extent to which the global internet is more open and free than it is today.
The terms “internet freedom,” “internet governance,” and “human rights online” are not always used or understood in the same way. It is therefore important to clarify how the authors of this paper define and understand them.

Internet Freedom

A free and open global internet enables people all over the world to access knowledge, take advantage of educational and economic opportunities, and exercise their fundamental human rights. The State Department describes internet freedom as a policy priority for the United States, with the goal of ensuring “that any child, born anywhere in the world, has access to the global internet as an open platform on which to innovate, learn, organize, and express herself free from undue interference and censorship.”

This paper builds upon that well-established concept and its related goals which have enjoyed long-standing bipartisan support.

It is important to note that internet freedom does not mean a free-for-all without rules or governance—for the same reason that civil liberties and human rights in the physical world cannot be protected without enforceable laws and accountable governance. Indeed, “internet freedom” as we understand it is not possible without governance.

Internet Governance

In order for information to be exchanged via the internet, technical and policy coordination is required. In 2005 at the UN World Summit on the Information Society (WSIS) during the tenure of then-president George W. Bush, the United States signed on to a working definition of “internet governance” as “the development and application by governments, the private sector and civil society, in their respective roles, of shared principles, norms, rules, decision-making procedures, and programmes that shape the evolution and use of the Internet.” This paper builds upon that definition of internet governance, around which there continues to be strong bipartisan consensus.

Due to the internet’s globally interconnected nature, actions that one government or polity takes to regulate the internet in one jurisdiction can affect internet users all over the world. When one legislature passes a law affecting what companies or people can do in relation to the internet (for example, a law requiring companies to monitor users for copyright violations, or a law requiring companies to handle user data in particular ways), that law affects people and entities in other countries and regions. Those people did not vote for the lawmakers who passed that particular law; their concerns or interests were
likely not considered. Nonetheless, such affected individuals, organizations, companies and even other governments all have a stake in internet governance—in other words, they are stakeholders. Even when a law seeks to address an internet-related problem that is local in nature, stakeholders across the world tend to be affected in some way, regardless of whether the law’s authors ever took them into consideration.

New approaches to governance have evolved along with the internet itself. Technical standards that enable the internet to operate globally, initially developed by engineers in universities and companies, are coordinated primarily by “multi-stakeholder” governance bodies including ICANN. While such institutions continue to evolve and critics question their accountability, their authority is based on the recognition that internet policy solutions achieved through multilateral agreements via conventional politics and geopolitics are not fit for purpose and cannot achieve adequate legitimacy among the many stakeholders whose buy-in is required if governance is to be successful.

Human Rights Online

The United States was a key driver of a 2012 UN Human Rights Council resolution asserting that human rights in the physical world extend fully to the online world. These rights, as articulated by the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) and other international human rights instruments such as the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), include the rights to freedom of expression (Article 19 of the UDHR and ICCPR) and privacy (Article 12 of the UDHR and Article 17 of the ICCPR), as well as the other rights including peaceful assembly, political association, property ownership, education, freedom of thought and religion, etc. A key function of governance is to create the conditions for the enjoyment and protection of rights, as well as mediation between conflicting rights, which necessarily means the setting and enforcement of rules. Limitations on one person’s rights in order to protect another’s must meet certain conditions, however, they must have a legal basis and be carried out in a transparent and predictable manner. Limitations must also be “necessary and proportionate”—necessary to protect life and the rights of others, and proportionate by using the least-restrictive means to achieve the objective.

In 2011, the United States supported the UN General Assembly’s endorsement of the UN Guiding Principles for Business and Human Rights, which affirm that states have the primary duty to protect human rights while business enterprises are responsible for respecting human rights. In order to be compatible with international human rights norms, any governance processes or mechanisms must foster the ability of nation-states of protecting human rights, and the ability of private actors to respect human rights, regardless of whether governance is conducted through the more traditional political and governmental systems of nation states, or through newer international and/or multi-stakeholder governance mechanisms. Given the private sector’s role in the creation and functioning of the internet, the human rights obligations of non-state actors as well as state actors cannot be understated. In the long run, only an internet governance regime based on a clear commitment to international human rights principles can gain global legitimacy, and thereby succeed in maintaining a free and open global internet.
A Guide to Our Recommendations

Building on the principles and definitions articulated above, we have identified several opportunities for U.S. leadership in the advancement of global internet freedom. These opportunities are organized under three broad headings:

1. **Free Flow of Information**: The U.S. can lead in tackling some of the most challenging policy problems that have arisen over the past decade related to internet access and online content in a manner that bolsters freedom of expression across the globe.

2. **People-Centric Security**: The U.S. can lead in building consensus among nations committed to a free and open internet around new policy approaches to privacy and security that recognize the interdependence between security and human rights, including freedom of expression and privacy.

3. **Accountable Multi-Stakeholder Governance**: The U.S. can play a leading role in strengthening multi-stakeholder internet governance institutions.

In compiling the recommendations below we have not attempted to make an exhaustive catalogue of all issues related to internet freedom that we believe the next administration must work on. Rather, we have focused on areas where United States not only can—but must—assert stronger global leadership.

### 1. Free Flow of Information

Efforts to support the global fight against authoritarian internet censorship started under the George W. Bush administration, then were continued and expanded throughout the Obama administration. In 2011, the U.S. partnered with a group of governments committed to advancing global internet freedom to found the Freedom Online Coalition (FOC), whose membership has doubled in size from 15 to 30 countries over the past five years. Yet censorship around the world has continued to grow in scope and complexity over the past decade. Freedom House recently reported the sixth straight year of decline in global internet freedom.
The free flow of information online is vulnerable at many levels: At the most basic level, internet freedom cannot be enjoyed by those who, due to geography or economics or both, have little or no access to the infrastructure needed to connect to the internet. When people do have internet access, access to content and communications can be thwarted by government-imposed internet shutdowns, cyber-attacks that cripple or bring down networks, or by the filtering or blocking of specific services or content. Even if blocking or shutdowns do not occur, content and communications—including social media and mobile messaging services—can be restricted or blocked by the internet backbone operators or the content platforms and communications services themselves. The U.S. is in a unique position to champion the free flow of information at all three levels.

✔ Champion access to networks and services

Government-sanctioned shutdowns, interference, and disruptions of network connectivity are the most direct form of censorship and pose a significant threat to freedom of expression around the world. The Trump administration can lead the advancement of internet freedom by engaging on a global scale to end the practice of government-led network shutdowns.

Unfortunately, such obstructions to internet access are commonplace in a number of countries and have even become the norm for some governments seeking to control or crackdown on access to and dissemination of information. In the first half of 2016, there were more than 20 internet shutdowns across the globe, taking place in Algeria, Brazil, Syria, Turkey, and Vietnam, among other countries. While limiting or completely cutting off access to the internet anywhere is detrimental to human rights, in countries rife with conflict and war, where shutdowns are increasingly common, the effect is all the more problematic. Citizens of those countries have access to few accountability or “watchdog” resources and limited exposure to potential sources of aid or help.

Importantly, internet shutdowns can be specific, targeted, and strategic. Shutdowns can occur at various levels of access, such as prohibiting access at a national or regional level, prohibiting access to specific domains, or prohibiting access by specific IP addresses. Further, shutdowns are often be responsive to certain political situations. Previous service disruptions have targeted those individuals, such as journalists and activists, whose communication with the outside world is most threatening to the reigning power. In addition, by their very nature, shutdowns (much like filtering or blocking content) interfere with the ability to communicate, gain access to information, or disseminate information, all of which are critical during times of conflict, war, and protest.

The United States has a key role to play in ensuring that states stop the practice of engaging in internet shutdowns. One approach to tackling the problem of network shutdowns may be to leverage existing memberships in multi-stakeholder and multilateral organizations in order to fight internet shutdowns. As part of this effort, the United States can work with other members of the FOC to press authoritarian regimes to end censorship and treat internet access as a fundamental human right.

✔ Champion the growth and strengthening of internet infrastructure

Another component integral to the free flow of information is the infrastructure through which communications are shared and accessed. Inadequate or non-existent physical infrastructure severely limits access to the internet, including critical cultural, educational, and medical resources. Often, those most in need of access to these online resources are the most likely to lack sufficient (if any) access to the internet. While resolving issues of access to the internet requires a multifaceted approach, the physical infrastructure underpins any and all potential approaches. The United States has a historic opportunity to lead...
A national dig-once policy is an easy, bipartisan action that would move the United States toward greater broadband saturation and ensure that more citizens can access critical online resources.

This administration can also promote a national “dig-once” policy and encourage other countries to do the same. Deemed a “no-brainer” by the Washington Post, dig-once policies are designed to curb repeat disruptions of federally funded highway construction projects when such disruptions are the result of growing demand for installation of conduit lines, cables, and other infrastructure necessary for broadband access. The most expensive part of broadband deployment is the burying of cables and conduit lines. A dig-once policy would both alleviate some of that cost and, at the same time, expand broadband offerings. Dig-once policies emphasize coordination between government agencies and utility companies in order to minimize the amount and frequency of excavation required to install the infrastructure necessary to deploy networking conduits. Several states, including Arizona, Minnesota, and Utah, as well as municipalities, including San Francisco and Boston, have implemented these policies as part of efforts to save money, time, and increase access to the internet. A national dig-once policy is an easy, bipartisan action that would move the United States toward greater broadband saturation and
ensure that more citizens can access critical online resources.

**Strengthen and support the Global Connect Initiative.** If the United States can lead by example as described above, the next administration will be in a stronger position to lead international efforts to expand and strengthen the necessary infrastructure to bring the internet to those who currently have no access. Launched in September 2015 by the State Department, the Global Connect Initiative (GCI) aims to bring 1.5 billion people online by 2020. The program’s implementation relies on a global group of supporters drawn from a diverse mix of governments, trade groups, major corporations, development banks, and civil society organizations. Those supporters agree to adhere to the Initiative’s principles, including integrating internet connectivity into national development planning, fostering digital literacy, and creating environments that are conducive to the innovation required to reach universal connectivity. GCI’s roadmap for implementation dovetails nicely with the other recommendations here, including support for integrating dig-once policies into infrastructure practices.

To date, the U.S. has convened supporters to identify projects and policies that contribute toward GCI’s goal. The roadmap for GCI focuses on regular convenings that offer opportunities for the diverse group of supporters to hear about new initiatives, follow up on existing ones, and maintain momentum while pushing for 1.5 billion more internet users by 2020. As this initiative has been spearheaded by the U.S. government, it falls on the next administration to continue to back the Global Connect Initiative by committing to the necessary policy, financial, staffing, and other forms of support.

A key challenge for Global Connect is not merely connecting people—but connecting them to networks through which people can exercise their rights to freedom of expression and assembly, and where their right to privacy is respected and protected. Thus the Trump administration can exert global leadership by working with other governments, the private sector, technical experts, and civil society to ensure that as infrastructure for connectivity is strengthened and extended around the world, the internet services made available to the world’s next billion internet users are operated in a manner compatible with internet freedom.

Governments, international organizations, and private entities contributing financially to Global Connect should work with recipient countries and private sector partners to ensure maximum transparency and accountability around the way in which information is controlled and governed through this new infrastructure.

The Trump administration has an opportunity to advance related goals by supporting timely Senate passage of the Digital GAP Act, which passed the House with strong bipartisan support in September 2016. The bill would enshrine “dig once” as an official element of U.S. development strategy in funding or facilitating international internet infrastructure projects around the world. It would also require greater transparency in U.S.-supported infrastructure projects. Improved transparency would make it easier for the private sector to coordinate private infrastructure investments with official efforts, and for other stakeholders including civil society to engage with them to ensure that they are compatible with internet freedom principles.

✔ *Champion freedom of expression on content and communications platforms*

A decade ago, wholesale blocking or “filtering” of websites was the preferred method of government internet censorship, carried out mainly by authoritarian regimes. Since then, many governments have shifted the focus of their censorship to the platforms that host content, such as web hosts, social media companies, and chat applications. In 2010, “intermediary censorship,” whereby governments demand that companies hosting content and social media remove specified postings, delete entire pages or sites, or deactivate user accounts, was identified by researchers as a new practice pioneered in China. By 2015, Freedom
Freedom House reported a dramatic growth in the number of countries that “required private companies or internet users to restrict or delete web content dealing with political, religious, or social issues.”

Companies like Google, Facebook, and Twitter have documented in their regular transparency reports a steady rise in government demands to remove content and deactivate accounts from all kinds of countries, including many democracies. Intermediary censorship is now a fully global phenomenon.

At the same time, it is an inescapable fact that online harassment, hate speech, and extremist content pose genuine threats to civil discourse as well as many people’s physical safety. International human rights law provides for the restriction of content which itself threatens people’s ability to exercise their own rights to expression, belief, and assembly or even enjoy a basic right to security. In order to prevent the abuse of power and overbroad censorship any measures to restrict speech should be necessary (i.e., using the least restrictive means to achieve the objective), proportionate, and based in law.

The constitutional and legal frameworks of most democracies allow for the sanctioning and censorship, to varying extents, of a range of threatening and defamatory speech that is constitutionally protected in the United States. It is primarily for this reason that companies like Facebook, Google, and Twitter have in recent years documented large numbers of requests to remove content or restrict accounts made by authorities in democratic countries like Brazil, India, Germany, and France. More repressive regimes outlaw even wider ranges of content under much more broad and often vague justifications of incitement, defamation, blasphemy, and terrorism, charges which result in the censorship and arrest of journalists and activists.

However, in the United States, the First Amendment protects speech that may be hateful, speech that is untrue, and speech that is critical of public officials. At the same time, companies are free to police their own privately owned and operated platforms as they see fit, through the use of rules commonly known as “terms of service” to which users are required to agree if they want to use the service.

It is against this backdrop that companies face increasing pressure at home and abroad to fight violent extremism on global social media platforms. Silicon Valley has responded to pressure, criticism, and appeals to patriotism from Congress and various parts of the executive branch by amending their terms of service and strengthening enforcement measures against a wide range of content that advocates or is associated with violent extremism. In Europe where governments lack the same constitutional constraints against direct action, the European Union has all but compelled companies to sign on to a code of conduct, pledging to take stronger action against “illegal hate speech.” Government-sanctioned efforts to work with companies to remove terrorist-related material, such as the United Kingdom’s Counter Terrorism Internet Referral Unit (CTIRU), have faced challenges differentiating between content that is in fact glorifying or selling terrorism versus content that is shared in the context of online debate, or information that is newsworthy, or even advocating against terrorism. When the distinctions are not correctly made, internet users’ rights are violated.
and the resulting “collateral” censorship corrodes internet freedom. Human rights groups and activists have documented numerous examples in which journalists, activists, and even innocent bystanders (such as women named “Isis”) have been victims of such collateral censorship.59

The United States, as the home of the world’s most popular and powerful social media platforms, is in a unique position to ensure that efforts to counter violent extremism online do not undermine internet freedom.

The concern is not that companies are cracking down on violent extremism per se, but rather that measures are being taken without clarity of scope or definition regarding what constitutes “extremist” speech and who decides.60 Neither the companies’ beefing up of terms of service, nor the EU code of conduct with companies involved consultation with human rights groups or independent technical experts. No human rights risk assessments have been carried out and mechanisms for appeals or redress have not been strengthened in parallel with the strengthened rules and enforcement. When the White House held a meeting with Silicon Valley executives in early 2016 to discuss how to fight online extremism, civil liberties, and human rights groups were not invited.61 In response to those communities’ concerns, the White House ultimately also consulted with several groups, including New America, regarding its initiatives to counter violent extremists, consultation that should continue under the Trump administration.

As the United States develops and iterates on plans to combat violent extremism online, clear and open policies, firmly grounded in rule of law, that enhance transparency around content removal and account deactivations at home and abroad are critical to the protection of internet freedom.

In tackling hard problems like online extremism, governments must not create conditions that prevent companies from protecting and respecting users’ rights. The Global Network Initiative (GNI), a multi-stakeholder organization focused on improving respect for freedom of expression and privacy by technology companies, recently published a set of recommendations for governments seeking to combat online extremism while also protecting internet freedom. In addition to adherence to international human rights law, such as the stipulation to satisfy necessity and proportionality requirements, GNI calls on governments to “ensure that counterterrorism laws and policies do not undermine the development and dissemination of messages by private actors that discuss, debate, or report on terrorist activities.”62 The policy brief also calls for government transparency about the “laws, legal interpretations and policies authorizing content restriction”63 as well as about which agencies are legally permitted to authorize restrictions. Other recommendations include multi-stakeholder policy development and remedy mechanisms to “ensure that alleged violations” of individual expression made during efforts to restrict violent extremist speech “are investigated, and that effective remedies are available when such violations have occurred.”64

Human rights groups and activists have documented numerous examples in which journalists, activists, and even innocent bystanders such as women named “Isis” have been victims of collateral censorship.

In working with other governments and companies to develop effective policies for tackling online extremism, it is imperative that the U.S. government include civil society organizations in order to identify potential threats that measures may pose to the rights of internet users and to ensure protection of human rights online. Involvement of civil society organizations that focus on the protection of human rights (both online and offline) can ensure that governments do not unduly pressure companies to
In order to stop increasingly aggressive online censorship around the world, the U.S. government can reaffirm its commitment to limit liability for internet intermediaries and work to convince other governments to limit intermediary liability as a necessary part of their broader commitment to a free and open global internet.

remove content or accounts, and that appropriate remedy options are available.65

Beyond the problem of violent extremism, it is important that the United States promote general legal frameworks that maximize internet freedom. Limited liability for internet platforms is a key reason that the world’s most trusted and powerful internet companies are headquartered in the United States.66 The fact that U.S. law generally does not hold companies legally responsible for content published or transmitted by users is also broadly considered by legal scholars and freedom of expression advocates to be a key factor enabling social media platforms to create global spaces for freedom of expression, debate, and online assembly.67 Yet many governments are now moving to increase liability for internet platforms.68

In order to stop increasingly aggressive online censorship around the world, the U.S. government can reaffirm its commitment to limit liability for internet intermediaries and work to convince other governments to limit intermediary liability as a necessary part of their broader commitment to a free and open global internet.

Finally, the Trump administration can advance internet freedom by championing the importance of transparency and accountability around any restrictions of online speech. This includes transparency and accountability about informal or private mechanisms that are used to restrict content on internet platforms in addition to actions taken via formal legal processes. If the government is going to encourage companies to use terms of service to restrict content that is otherwise legal, companies should also be expected to expand their transparency reports to disclose information about how terms of service are enforced, in addition to the volume and nature of content being removed. The government should be equally transparent about any informal or indirect requests being made to companies through private organizations that coordinate closely with government agencies.69

After leading by example, the next administration will then be in a strong position to urge other governments to maximize transparency about content restriction requests being made of companies. Governments committed to the advancement of internet freedom should also disclose the legal authorities or other mechanisms under which requests to restrict content are being made, in addition to releasing data on the volume and nature of requests. Research by the Ranking Digital Rights project has also identified instances in a number of democracies where the laws prevent companies from publishing transparency reports or other details about the number of government requests they receive to restrict content and other details about those requests, or where laws are so ambiguous that companies are not clear about what they can legally disclose.70 We are not aware of any legitimate national security reason compatible with democratic and accountable governments that would justify restraint on the disclosure of such basic numeric information. The U.S. government should work with like-minded governments committed to internet freedom to promote
best practices in transparency around content restriction.71

✓ Ensure that U.S. sanctions and economic restrictions do not curtail connectivity

The United States government has leveraged economic sanctions and export controls in order to respond to a wide range of challenges, from human rights abuses in Sudan to global cybercrime. In the most severe cases, these foreign policy instruments include nearly comprehensive restrictions on providing services or goods to individuals within certain countries. However, the United States has long recognized that humanitarian exemptions send a signal that such policies are designed to address certain regime behaviors, and not punish members of the public.

In response to the role of information technology in facilitating Iranians to contest allegations of electoral fraud and challenge state repression in 2009, the U.S. government created exemptions to the sanctions regime that allowed U.S. technology companies to offer services to users in Iran. These exemptions remain an enduring, bipartisan element of U.S. policy toward Iran, with protections for internet connectivity included even as Congress enacted more rigorous economic restrictions against Iran.72 Throughout shifts in the relationship between Iran and the United States, protections for personal communications technologies have remained policy priorities that have evolved to enable U.S. technology companies to play a more effective role in promoting the free flow of information in Iran. In recognition of the principle that it is in the best interest of the U.S. to enable individuals in authoritarian countries to freely access information, these licenses have been extended to other sanctioned countries. Through providing a legal channel for American companies to engage such users, these policies ensure that users have alternatives to state-imposed platforms, such as Iran’s national network, that more strongly respect their rights. Enabling American companies to provide internet connectivity and access to information services also provides competition to Chinese companies, promoting corporate social responsibility.

The Trump administration should continue this bipartisan legacy by continuing to build on the OFAC authorizations and exemptions that enable public-private partnership on internet freedom.

✓ Reform the Wassenaar Arrangement to ensure that export controls created to protect human rights do not negatively impact internet freedom

The Wassenaar Arrangement, to which the U.S. is a signatory, is an international agreement which focuses on ensuring transparency and accountability in transfers of conventional arms and dual-use goods and technologies.73 In 2013, the arrangement agreed to create two new export controls focusing on “cybersecurity items”74 in an attempt to prevent the export of, among other things, dangerous hacking tools to specific states. Parties to the arrangement were eager to do something to stem the spread of dangerous intrusion technology that countries like Bahrain and Libya had purchased from foreign companies and used to target activists.75

However, although these changes may have been well-intended, the way the regulations were written poses a serious threat to cybersecurity. Legitimate security researchers, such as testers hired by a company to identify weaknesses in its systems, use the exact same tools. Under a broad implementation of the Wassenaar controls, these tools—and thus this work—could be criminalized.76 Internet freedom and security could be set back by years because of the way these controls would chill important security research, especially that done
by independent researchers who would be unable to comply with the complex regulations of an international agreement.

In early 2016, after receiving substantial criticism and deep opposition from the security research community and the technology industry more broadly, the House Oversight Committee held hearings on the issue and concluded that “there is a growing consensus that the export control language on cybersecurity intrusion and surveillance software and technology would have a devastating impact on cybersecurity efforts worldwide.”77 The Department of Commerce has withdrawn its proposed implementation, and the State Department has indicated its intention to renegotiate the language of the Wassenaar Arrangement.78

The Trump administration now has a window of opportunity to help guide a renegotiation of the Wassenaar Arrangement to ensure that export control rules strike a smarter balance that doesn’t endanger critical security research.

2. People-Centric Security

Insecurity of person, data, and the inability to express oneself without censorship are all threats to internet freedom which the new administration must work to counter. Already, the United States has begun to work with other governments on the challenge of increasing security while protecting freedom. The U.S. government participates actively in the FOC’s multi-stakeholder working groups, including Working Group 1, whose mission is to make policy recommendations to help governments and other stakeholders build and support “An Internet Free and Secure.”79 In October 2016 this working group, with representation from FOC member governments plus private sector and non-governmental stakeholders, published a set of principles for a “human rights based approach to cybersecurity.” The document begins with a critique of the “dominant narrative” which falsely pits “privacy and other human rights against national security.”80

According to FOC Working Group 1, “privacy and confidentiality of information are essential to the security of people, as well as to data, especially in the digital context where physical security and digital information are linked.”80 Indeed, security for networks and nations is not possible without strong protections for individual privacy and other human rights. The Trump administration should support the State Department’s continued involvement with the FOC generally and participation in Working Group 1 specifically, along with the U.S. government’s participation in other multilateral and multi-stakeholder internet policy development efforts. However, the new administration can demonstrate global leadership with a further step:

**The Trump administration has an opportunity to integrate security, privacy, and human rights as indivisible pillars of a people-centric approach to national and global security in the internet age.**

✔ **Support strong encryption for security and freedom**

Encryption is integral to the protection of internet freedom and for the security of individuals and organizations.82 Increasingly, encryption is also a matter of public safety and plays an essential role in securing connected devices, such as transportation and medical equipment. Technically, encryption is the process of combining plaintext information, like files, emails, or text messages, with a secret mathematical key to scramble the content so that it becomes unintelligible to unauthorized users.83 Encryption can be used to secure information in transit between users (end to end at its most secure)84 or information stored on a physical device (data at rest).85 The freedom to communicate or seek information in a secure manner is crucial for journalists, activists, and even regular citizens living in places where governments abuse surveillance powers against political opponents and economic rivals. Individuals who are unable to speak freely due to censorship or threats to their safety are empowered by the ability to express themselves anonymously through the use of encryption technology. When individuals know or believe that
they may be under surveillance, as is more likely when secure communications are unavailable, there is a demonstrable chilling effect on free speech and the free flow of information online. Moreover, it is widely acknowledged that the growth of a secure internet has contributed positively to free expression and that actions that prevent the use of secure, internet-based communications directly impede that same freedom.

Increasingly, encryption is also a matter of public safety and plays an essential role in securing connected devices.

A clear statement from the incoming administration that supports and promotes strong encryption would be an indicator of U.S. leadership in advancing internet freedom. Over the past eight years, the State Department has provided financial support to developers of encryption technologies as part of its mandate to support global internet freedom, but maintaining that support is insufficient to counter the mounting efforts by a growing number of governments—including some democracies—to undermine or even outlaw encryption. Countries like Bahrain, Colombia, Cuba, and Pakistan have restrictions on encryption, whether explicitly or implicitly, in laws governing national security or terrorism. Human rights violations committed by those governments are well documented. Yet, proposed legislation in countries like Australia, France, and the United Kingdom also threatens the ability of their citizens to secure their communications and data.

When leaders of some of the world’s oldest democracies refer to encryption as a national security threat and openly contemplate ways to circumvent it, all other governments—especially those with poor human rights records—are empowered to do the same. Meanwhile, insecure communication systems leave governments vulnerable to attack, and enable hackers to bring down services that people around the world depend upon.

The Trump administration should further affirm that it will not require companies to build “backdoors” for authorities to access encrypted products and services, thereby undermining their security and making them vulnerable to attack by criminals or state-sponsored actors. Concerns that the U.S. government has been working secretly to undermine encryption standards, and to imbed surveillance backdoors in consumer and enterprise technology, have eroded global trust in U.S. products. A 2010 document from the British intelligence and security agency GCHQ exposed by former National Security Agency (NSA) contractor Edward Snowden explained that “[f]or the past decade, NSA has lead an aggressive, multi-pronged effort to break widely used internet encryption technologies” and “insert vulnerabilities into commercial encryption systems.” Other documents exposed by Edward Snowden revealed that the NSA was paying telecom companies like AT&T and Verizon for access to their networks, and that companies like Apple, Google, and Microsoft were participating in the PRISM surveillance program. More recently, U.S. government officials have criticized Google and Apple for encrypting their mobile operating systems and requested that Apple undermine the security of its iOS software to cooperate with the FBI.

Trust in U.S. technology companies, and trust in the intentions of U.S. intelligence and law enforcement agencies, has plummeted—not only domestically, but around the world. International consumers are concerned that potential vulnerabilities in technology developed in the United States would not only put them at risk of exposure to U.S. surveillance, but those same backdoors could be used other actors and threaten their security and safety. A backdoor for the NSA could be opened by state-sponsored hackers working for China, Ethiopia, Iran, or other governments that regularly surveil and repress their own citizens.
A strong stand against backdoors by the new administration would not only help to strengthen internet freedom; it would be an important step toward rebuilding global public trust in U.S. companies that produce the vast majority of consumer technology products and in the strong encryption that they seek to offer their customers around the world.

Work to make surveillance power accountable

International trust in the United States as a leader in the internet freedom space has greatly diminished since Edward Snowden released evidence of mass surveillance by intelligence agencies in the U.S. and United Kingdom.100 Documents revealed that the NSA (and partner agencies from allied countries known as the “Five Eyes”) were conducting surveillance on hundreds of millions of people every day.101 Further, much of this activity was taking place outside of the legal frameworks designed to protect privacy and civil liberties.

Pervasive digital surveillance threatens the privacy of citizens both within and outside of the United States, and this sweeping disregard for electronic privacy has particularly troubling implications for internet freedom.102 In the digital age, freedom of expression cannot be fully exercised if the individual’s right to privacy is violated by overbroad, pervasive surveillance.103

Freedom House’s 2015 Freedom on the Net report noted that over the preceding one-year period, governments in 14 of 65 countries included in the report—roughly 20 percent—passed new laws to increase surveillance capabilities.104 Around the world, information is collected on individuals, many of whom are targeted for their religious beliefs or for their opposition and criticism of government activities, often without clear oversight or transparency. In repressive regimes, journalists, activists, and others face repercussions for emails, Tweets, blog posts, and other non-anonymous internet behavior tracked by their governments. Vulnerabilities in mobile phone software, for example, have been exploited to spy on a human rights defender working in the United Arab Emirates.105 Journalists have had their Telegram accounts hijacked to infect their contacts with malware.106 Many individuals who face these serious threats for themselves and their sources are forced to rely on complex, and sometimes still fallible, security technologies to stay out of jail—or alive.107 No amount of State Department funding and training for secure tools that help keep activists and journalists in repressive regimes safe can make up for the broader technological and legal trends that are making surveillance more globally pervasive by the day—unless and until the U.S. government takes bold steps at home and abroad to improve accountability and transparency around government surveillance.

Pervasive digital surveillance threatens the privacy of citizens both within and outside of the United States, and this sweeping disregard for electronic privacy has particularly troubling implications for internet freedom.

The United States must first lead by example: Reform domestic surveillance laws to limit their scope and improve transparency. Two specific surveillance authorities, Section 702 of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Amendments Act108 and Executive Order 12333109, are especially egregious and should be targeted for reform. Section 702 is technically supposed to be used for targeting non-U.S. persons outside of the United States, when the data is in the U.S., but documents leaked by Edward Snowden revealed that 702 was being used far more expansively than expected. It has served as the legal basis for the collection of huge amounts of telephone and internet traffic passing through, or stored within, the United States,110 and even though it is supposedly for use against foreign targets, Section 702 surveillance also incidentally...
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collects the communications of Americans—without a warrant.\textsuperscript{111}

Executive Order 12333 authorizes collection of the content of non-U.S. persons’ communications, not just metadata, that takes place outside of the United States.\textsuperscript{112} Millions of innocent foreigners’ communications are collected abroad, and because internet communications increasingly travel across U.S. borders, and are commonly stored elsewhere, this information will also inevitably contain the communications of U.S. citizens.\textsuperscript{113} Reforms made to more narrowly target subjects of an investigation, instead of collecting such broad swaths of data, could help minimize harms created by pervasive government surveillance programs, both in the United States and internationally. Also, ensuring that the use of the information collected is limited to national security and counterintelligence investigations would mitigate incidental collection.

Enhancing transparency around these practices, and reporting to the public retrospectively on requests made to companies for user information and other actions to assist in surveillance, such as storing user data or modifying technology, will help demystify these practices. It will also enable the government to take responsibility for the impact that surveillance has had on the privacy of Americans, as well as non-U.S. persons, in the name of national security. Clarifying facts around questions like how many Americans’ information is collected, how many non-U.S. persons information is collected, how long information is retained, and how many requests for user information are made to internet and telecommunications companies, provide transparency, accountability, and allow for a productive conversation about the costs of electronic surveillance and the extent to which citizens can accept those costs in the name of security.

The public debate sparked by the Snowden revelations about surveillance, national security, and civil liberties is not unique. Democracies across the world are struggling with the question of how to address legitimate law enforcement and national security needs while ensuring that surveillance laws and practices are accountable to the public interest and compatible with fundamental human rights principles. This is one of the most difficult global governance questions of our time. It is vital for the future of internet freedom and democracy itself that nations committed to the idea of a free and open internet work together to ensure that surveillance laws and practices enable law enforcement and security agencies to do their jobs without weakening democracy and human rights.

As we undertake the difficult work of surveillance reform at home, the United States must also lead a global conversation about the appropriate relationship between surveillance, democracy, and accountable governance. In order to reverse the current erosion of internet freedom, governments must work together, with their own citizens, security experts, global human rights advocates, and the private sector, to ensure that governments’ surveillance powers do not undermine citizens’ ability to hold them accountable or undercut the public trust necessary to maintain the economic and social value of internet-connected technologies.

In April 2014 in Tallinn, Estonia, nearly a year after the first Snowden revelations were first published, the U.S. and other FOC member governments issued the Tallinn Recommendations for Freedom Online. Responding to political critics at home, and global stakeholder concerns that they had failed to live up to their own commitments to internet freedom, member governments reaffirmed their allegiance to the idea of an open and interoperable internet.
They also called upon “governments worldwide to promote transparent and independent, effective domestic oversight related to electronic surveillance...while committing ourselves to do the same.”114 The new administration should clearly and publicly affirm its intention to start working immediately with other democratic governments to implement this commitment. If leading democracies can demonstrate concrete progress—no matter how incremental—they will benefit from the goodwill and support of citizens and global stakeholders who recognize that this is a hard problem, but whose own prosperity and freedom ultimately depend on democracies’ success in holding surveillance power accountable.

What would concrete progress look like? In 2015 a multi-stakeholder working group of experts from Germany and the United States, supported by the German Marshall Fund, suggested a number of concrete steps for governments committed to holding surveillance power accountable can take.115 They include:

- Publish official interpretations of the legal authorities under which surveillance is authorized,
- Increase staffing and budget of institutions that authorize and oversee surveillance,
- Set and implement public standards for publishing all non-classified elements of surveillance authorizing decisions and related oversight reports,
- Require regular public reporting by all public agencies about the number, type, and purpose of interception requests, number of people or communications affected, and the criteria used to authorize the surveillance.116

The FOC’s Working Group 3, focused on “Privacy and Transparency Online,” has developed a “people-centric standard” for transparency by companies and governments on a range of actions they take affecting online freedom, including how internet users’ personal information is accessed, handled and shared.117 While many companies now engage in what has come to be known as “transparency reporting” on requests that governments make to hand over user information or restrict content (see the previous section for more on the latter) few governments have made an effort to report in parallel about requests they are making to companies.118 The Trump administration should work with fellow FOC members to make government transparency about surveillance laws and practices, along with strong oversight mechanisms, a standard and expected feature of open and democratic societies.

✓ Improve frameworks for cross-border law enforcement requests

Because the internet and the commercial platforms that use it span across national borders, it is increasingly common that law enforcement authorities investigating crimes in one jurisdiction need access to user information stored in other jurisdictions. Cross-border agreements called Mutual Legal Assistance Treaties (MLATs) have long been the traditional way for law enforcement officials outside of the U.S. to request evidence stored inside the U.S. However, these treaty mechanisms are currently failing to keep up with the massive internet-driven increase in demand, which raises the possibility that foreign governments could react by taking unilateral actions that may negatively impact both human rights and American businesses internationally. Some sort of reform is clearly needed. However, any reform of the MLAT process to better foster law enforcement access to data across borders must not be allowed to substantially diminish the privacy protections currently afforded to international users of U.S. services.

MLATs are formal agreements between countries that create international legal obligations to help one another in conducting criminal investigations and prosecutions. When law enforcement officers or prosecutors need help to obtain evidence held in another country, a designated government agency
makes a formal request, and the corresponding organizations in the other country work together to retrieve the requested evidence.119

Non-U.S. governments wishing to gain access to data held by U.S. companies have to meet U.S. criminal justice standards, including the probable cause requirement of the U.S. Constitution's Fourth Amendment.120 The MLAT system also involves the approval of an independent magistrate in the U.S. before a data demand is issued. In addition, while MLAT treaties do not carry “dual criminality” requirements as extradition treaties often do, they are subject to a less specific “political offense” exception that can be used to deny requests on human rights grounds or where the information would be targeted at dissidents or minority communities.121 These protections of U.S. law thereby extend to citizens around the world when they use U.S.-based online cloud providers. In these ways, MLATs protect the privacy and human rights of people around the world when they use U.S.-based online services—and in doing so also provide a competitive benefit to those U.S. companies compared to those operating in countries with less protective legal standards.

In the past, the use of MLATs was relatively rare because the number of criminal cases that turned on evidence located in another country was relatively few. However, the rise of the internet, combined with the historical forces that combined to place many of the world’s internet companies in the United States, have led to an explosion of MLAT requests. In its fiscal year 2015 budget request, the DOJ stated that the preceding decade had seen an increase in MLAT requests of almost 60 percent, and computer requests in particular had exploded by tens.122 Compounding these issues are complex questions of jurisdiction that arise from the fact that many U.S. companies store their data in a variety of data centers located around the world, but consider themselves under only U.S. jurisdiction.123

This dramatic increase in the number of MLAT requests to the U.S. has slowed the system to the point where a single request can take up to 10 months to complete.124 These increasing delays in the face of increased need, added to the growing political pressure from sovereign nations frustrated by having to consult with the U.S. government and meet its legal standards in order to investigate so many purely domestic crimes, have caused serious tension—especially between foreign law enforcement and U.S. companies that are legally unable to disclose their customers’ communications without U.S. legal process. This frustration is leading many foreign governments to contemplate or enact policies that would threaten cybersecurity, human rights, the free flow of information—policies such as mandatory data localization, encryption backdoor mandates, localized routing requirements, or the aggressive enforcement of extraterritorial demands on U.S. companies leading to the jailing of U.S. executives.125

A potential new model for handling cross-border data requests was recently proposed as a joint U.S-U.K. bilateral agreement. That draft agreement from the DOJ, which would require implementing legislation, would allow U.S. companies to voluntarily respond directly to U.K. legal demands (and U.K. companies to respond to U.S. demands), including not only demands for stored data but even for real-time wiretapping.126 Some expert commentators have cautiously suggested that this voluntary model allowing foreign countries to bypass the MLAT process altogether may be a reasonable solution.127 However, the deal as proposed would also substantially weaken or eliminate most of the privacy and human rights protections that MLATs currently provide to customers of U.S. companies, while also creating new threats to the privacy of Americans too.128
Combined with the fact that the U.S. has much less of a need for cross-border data than the U.K. does, and the fact that this agreement wouldn’t specifically preclude the U.K. from also adopting additional measures that would threaten U.S. companies and the free flow of information—up to and including jailing U.S. executives if its demands are not complied with—it is clear that this proposed agreement in its current form would be a bad deal for America. So too is the legislation proposed by the DOJ that would allow for the same type of dangerous agreement with many other countries.129

Reforming the system of cross-border law enforcement requests in a manner that addresses the needs of law enforcement while also preserving internet freedom will not be easy, but we have to get it right. It is important to ensure that any new treaties, and requests under them, comply with international human rights standards, and that those requests provide substantive and procedural protections that are comparable to the U.S. search warrant standards that have long protected data stored in the U.S. A first step in the right direction would be to reform the U.S.’s own laws governing law enforcement access to digital evidence, to provide a stable basis on which to build a new cross-border regime that respects Americans’ civil liberties and the human rights of U.S. customers around the world. The administration should therefore work with Congress to pass the widely-supported bipartisan Email Privacy Act which would clarify that U.S. law enforcement needs to get a warrant in order to seize emails and other electronic communications stored by U.S. companies, and would close other key gaps in current U.S. privacy law.130

3. Accountable Multi-Stakeholder Governance

On October 1, 2016 the contract between the U.S. Department of Commerce and ICANN to carry out the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) functions expired. Oversight of the coordination of critical technical functions that enable people around the world to send e-mails and access websites across distributed inter-connected networks without centralized control has now passed from nominal U.S. stewardship to that of an international, multi-stakeholder community.

Despite eleventh-hour opposition by a few vocal members of Congress who felt that the transition away from U.S. oversight of the IANA functions would jeopardize internet freedom, there was strong bipartisan support for a multi-stakeholder vision of global internet governance developed and promoted by successive Republican and Democratic administrations over nearly two decades.131 The transition was supported by a wide range of companies and members of the technical community as well as a number of civil society and human rights groups whose core areas of work include promotion of and support for internet freedom. 132 This support reflected broad agreement that the transition as designed by the Department
of Commerce was in fact the best way to minimize the threat to internet freedom from the authoritarian visions of countries such as Russia and China.133

While the IANA transition was necessary—both as fulfillment of a U.S. commitment to the international community and to prevent greater problems in the long run—it is not without risk. In order to ensure the success of multi-stakeholder internet governance for a free and open global internet, the next administration should:

✔ **Strengthen ICANN’s independence, accountability, and transparency**

**Strengthen mechanisms that ensure the independence, accountability and transparency of ICANN’s decision-making processes.**

ICANN has been the target of valid criticism for insufficient transparency and accountability since its inception.134 One of the U.S. conditions for the IANA transition was implementation of stronger accountability mechanisms and processes.135 The new ICANN bylaws contain commitments to greater board transparency, staff accountability, diversity, among others. In order to implement these commitments, two work streams were established, to be carried out by government representatives and other stakeholders: The first was mostly completed when the transition took place while the second is ongoing.

The new ICANN bylaws also contain a commitment to human rights, although the “framework of implementation” remains under development by a multi-stakeholder working group formed in June 2016.136 Whether that framework, and the implementation frameworks for ICANN’s other commitments, are sufficiently robust and compatible in fostering a free and open global internet depends in large part on the individuals participating in these working groups, as well as the relationships between the working groups and ICANN’s other policy development and decision making processes. The U.S. government has been a participant in both work streams, enabling a continued U.S. role in strengthening ICANN’s accountability mechanisms as they are designed and implemented in the future.137

The new ICANN bylaws have also vested new powers in the ICANN community, including the power to reject budgets and strategic plans, remove or replace board members or even the entire ICANN board, or even seek an alternative to ICANN to perform the IANA functions. The purpose of these new powers is to give the multi-stakeholder community the ability to hold ICANN accountable much as the U.S. government did through its former oversight role prior to the transition. The efficacy of these oversight powers will be tested over the next few years. Also to be tested are the mechanisms aimed at preventing any one set of interests or stakeholders from seizing control over or hijacking these powers.138 The U.S. has a role to play in assuring that the oversight system meets its intended objectives.

✔ **Work to ensure diversity and independence of ICANN stakeholders**

**The next administration can advance internet freedom by working with the private sector and other governments to build independent and accountable financial support mechanisms that will ensure diversity of stakeholder participation in ICANN.**

In order to garner broad international trust, ICANN must have robust participation from all regions of the world, with sufficient resources provided to support participation from small businesses, non-governmental organizations, and academia. Like most governance institutions, ICANN’s multi-stakeholder governance model is vulnerable to capture by whichever entities that can devote the greatest resources to participating in all levels of deliberation and decision-making. In other words, while anybody from anywhere with any institutional affiliation (or none) can show up and participate in ICANN meetings, those who are able to dedicate the greatest number of resources and person-hours to committees, conference calls, and
travel to attend several in-person meetings every year have a higher chance of seeing their interests and positions prevail. Multinational corporations and well-resourced governments motivated by strong political or geopolitical agendas (including authoritarian actors who do not share the United States' vision of a free and open global internet) have an advantage in multi-stakeholder settings unless resources and political will are committed to counter inevitable imbalances of resources, personnel, and political power. Support for diverse participation should extend to other multi-stakeholder internet governance and standards-setting institutions and processes.

Strengthen the multi-stakeholder Internet Governance Forum

At the 2005 UN World Summit for the Information Society (WSIS), the United States played a key role in the negotiation of an eleventh-hour agreement to maintain ICANN's stewardship of the global internet addressing system, thereby halting concerted efforts by a group of nations including China to shift ICANN’s functions to from the multi-stakeholder organization to a UN body, the International Telecommunications Union (ITU). That agreement also created the UN Internet Governance Forum (IGF), an annual conference where stakeholders from around the world come together to discuss a wide range of internet issues including its governance, “use and misuse,” but with no decision-making power or mandate.

It is in the U.S. government’s long term interest to support the IGF’s continuation and to strengthen its effectiveness.

From its first meeting 10 years ago, the IGF has become a unique forum where business, government, civil society activists, and members of academia and the technical community from all over the world meet on an equal footing to discuss and debate solutions to pressing internet policy issues of the day. Regional and national IGFs have proliferated around the world, contributing to bottom-up policy dialogues that bring small business entrepreneurs and grassroots activist groups into the same room with key actors in government ministries and multinationals. The IGF has been described not only as an “observatory” but also a “clearing house” for new policy ideas emerging from the grassroots, and even an “early warning system” for problems that can turn into crises if not addressed.

However the IGF faces challenges. Even though it has no decision-making authority—which is key to its role as an incubator of sorts for internet policy ideas—the IGF’s future depends on whether the annual conferences can demonstrate long-term value for participants as well as tangible (if indirect) policy impact. Improved accountability and transparency of its operations are important for maintaining trust among a diverse group of global stakeholders upon whose participation its success depends. The forum also needs to demonstrate a clearer link between the ideas it helps to incubate and the implementation of internet policy innovations around the world.

Having played a role in the IGF’s creation, the United States also has an important role to play in the IGF’s long-term success. Its success will not only help the U.S. build coalitions among public and private stakeholders in support of specific initiatives and policies to advance internet freedom. U.S. leadership in supporting the IGF is also vital in helping to inoculate the emergent multi-stakeholder internet governance system from attack by major world powers that continue to argue that important decisions about the internet’s future should be made primarily by governments.

Strengthening the IGF’s effectiveness and capacity for policy innovation and impact is thus an important pillar of the long-running U.S. efforts over the course of successive Republican and Democratic administrations to prevent authoritarian countries from gaining international support in their efforts to shift control of key internet governance functions away from multi-stakeholder bodies such as ICANN into the hands of UN bodies such as the ITU.
Build stronger accountability mechanisms into the Freedom Online Coalition.

At a time when U.S. motivations for supporting multi-stakeholder governance and internet freedom are being questioned by geopolitical challengers, it is important to demonstrate through concrete action that U.S. commitment to the multi-stakeholder model is in the interest of people around the world (not just Americans). This will in turn help to strengthen support amongst stakeholders around the world for a new approach to global governance in which non-state actors are granted more voice and power to shape the internet’s future.

The FOC is an ideal place to start, given its origins and mandate. If the United States is to be a credible leader in advancing global internet freedom it must work to ensure that institutions such as the FOC demonstrate tangible progress in advancing global internet freedom.

An independent assessment of the coalition’s work points to two main achievements: improved coordination between member countries’ foreign ministries on internet freedom related policy matters and the creation of a dedicated fund to assist civil society activists and journalists struggling against censorship and surveillance under repressive regimes. Yet at the same time, since joining the coalition several member countries have enacted policies and laws that contribute to the erosion of global internet freedom. There is no mechanism to evaluate whether member countries have lived up to joint commitments that include a call for “governments worldwide to promote transparency and independent, effective domestic oversight related to electronic surveillance, use of content takedown notices, limitations or restrictions on online content or user access and other similar measures, while committing ourselves to do the same.”

Nor is there a mechanism to hold governments accountable to these commitments. Multi-stakeholder working groups produce policy recommendations in furtherance of members’ stated commitments, but members have no obligation to consider, let alone act upon, them and there is little evidence that they have done so.

One way to incentivize and demonstrate the FOC’s tangible impact on internet freedom is by building multi-stakeholder accountability mechanisms into—or alongside of—the FOC. One way to do this would be to adopt some elements of the Open Government Partnership (OGP), a multilateral initiative that aims to secure concrete commitments from governments to promote transparency, empower citizens, fight corruption, and harness new technologies to strengthen governance, whose membership overlaps heavily with the FOC. For example, members of the OGP commit to develop National Action Plans, articulating what concrete steps they will take over a two year period to meet their commitments followed by a multi-stakeholder evaluation process to assess how well the plan was enacted. FOC members could develop similar plans for how they will make a positive contribution to global internet freedom.

The FOC could also concretely advance internet freedom by supporting the creation of an affiliated multi-stakeholder transparency reporting initiative modeled after the Extractives Industry Transparency Initiative (EITI), launched in 2002 by the U.K. government, through which governments report payments they receive from oil, gas, mining, and other extractive industry companies, and companies report on payments they make to governments. An internet freedom-advancing equivalent of the EITI would coordinate and assess parallel transparency reports by governments and companies: with governments publishing data about the number of requests made to companies for user data or to restrict content, and companies publishing data about the number of requests received and how those requests were handled. Members of the FOC’s Working Group 3 on Privacy and Transparency Online have been developing frameworks and recommendations for how governments and companies can improve transparency reporting which and could be used as the basis to build a systematic framework for transparency and accountability.
The recommendations in this paper have focused on areas where the United States not only can—but must—assert stronger global leadership. Without such leadership, the state of global internet freedom is likely to continue on its present trajectory of decline and deterioration. The incoming administration now leads a country that has, for over 25 years, been at the forefront of technological innovation and has benefited from its effects on trade and commerce, technological innovation, health, safety, education, and diplomacy. Working to advance internet freedom will help preserve those gains, and secure the United States’ role as the shaper of the future global internet policy.

Support for the promotion of internet freedom cuts across partisan lines and provides an opportunity for cooperation with Democrats, Republicans, Libertarians and Independents in the private and nonprofit sectors. The framework that this paper recommends will enable the U.S. government to craft policies that address the biggest challenges to the internet’s future. Although the list of issues is not exhaustive, this paper articulates why, how, and on what issues the United States can and should assert leadership. The U.S. can lead the world through example, working cooperatively to ensure the free flow of information at home and across the world: We can expand access to the infrastructure needed to connect to the internet, and insure that people around the world have access to an internet that is not restricted or blocked by oppressive governments. The Trump administration can assert global leadership by integrating security, privacy, and human rights as indivisible pillars of a people-centric approach to national and global security in the internet age, protecting individuals from expanded surveillance and giving them the opportunity to use tools like encryption. The administration is well positioned to work with other governments, private sector businesses, and non-governmental organizations to govern the internet in a transparent and accountable way.

In today’s digitally interconnected world, a strong leadership position on internet freedom is not only important—it is a necessary component of America’s global economic and geopolitical leadership.

A commitment from the Trump administration to promote and protect internet freedom, at home and abroad, will be consistent with this nation’s long standing international commitments to uphold human rights and the rule of law while also strengthening our economy and protecting us from threats to national security.

Leadership on internet freedom will send a powerful signal to the rest of the world that the United States is committed to supporting technological innovation, and will be a leader in promoting policies that maintain the internet as a vital community lifeline and modern, global marketplace.
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